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ANCESTRAL VOICES
Trevini - A Case Study of Meta-masking in the Notting Hill

Carnival

&lozf; PATRICIA TAMARA ALLEYNE-DETTMERS

Abstract

This article presents one case study of contemporary Carnival as played out
on the streets of Notting Hill, London. Its major focus is the carnival

performance context and the genre of Carnival. This refers to Caribbean
peoples’ aesthetic cultural representations: masquerade themes that are
played (manifested and enacted in) mas (unscripted dramatic costuming) at
carnival time. It is the first phase1 of an ongoing study that examines the
processes by which the Afro-Caribbean diasporic community, dispossessed
by European colonization, continually seeks to forge its own voice - its

national and even other identities - through its multi-faceted carnival

festival. From these themes it becomes evident that the resources used by
the mas people (creative artists) to create carnival designs (artistic depictions) 
are continual evocations of multiple-cultural configurations left by various
ancestors both of the colonizer and of the colonized. These ancestral voices

run the gamut from Amerindian myths to European, African and Asian
cultural influences. The case study demonstrates that the ancestral past is
neither static nor forgotten. Instead these cultural vestiges - ancestral voices
- are regenerated and re-inscribed into the productive creation of new
accounts and new myths. The new voices appear not only with other
meanings and other values but also in another language, representative of
Afro-Caribbean diasporic peoples’ ongoing quest for a national identity.

Any understanding of Trinidadian Carnival and its extension, Notting
Hill Carnival, has to be understood against that backdrop process of re-

creating, re-defining, re-evaluating, changing but continually becoming what
I have called meta-masking - in this paper and elsewhere (Alleyne-Dettmers,
1993: 5) - as the culture matures and grows. In addition, this article shows
how colonization affected the perceptions of the colonized subject and
suggests that there is a continual highly successful negotiation of ethnic
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diversity in society, with Carnival providing the forum to recognize that
ethnic diversity. Paradoxically, however, an agenda of unity is pursued.

Key Words &lozf; Afro-Caribbean diaspora &lozf; Carnival &lozf; history &lozf; masquerade
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INTRODUCTION

11.00 a.m. Carnival masqueraders (costumed dancers) wait expectantly
on the street. ’Are you ready to party?’ This was the voice of the disc
jockey on the music truck. ’Now jump and wail! Play mas!’

With the music in full swing and the initial invitation to enjoy
oneself, the streets are transformed into a kind of mobile theatre. A band
is ready to take to the streets. What follows is beautiful to behold. A
banner bearing the mas camp’s (the place where the band’s costumes
are made and where masqueraders assemble before taking to the streets)
logo and the theme of the band’s portrayal, Trevini: Three Strands - One
Knot, is given to the flag waver. He takes his place at the head of the
band. A wave of kinetic energy sweeps through the band as traditional
African Zulu warriors, maypole dancers and lotus flowers move to the
evocative beat of multi-vocal African drums. The masqueraders move,
with ritual slowness at first and then with an increasing sense of soulful
rhythm that celebrates and recalls the major ethnic groups of the

, . 
Caribbean - African, European, Asian - as they converge on each other
and deliberately fall apart again within the dancing throngs.

’ 
&dquo; 

The streets take on a Caribbean presence as each mas player (each
member of the costumed band) assumes a starring role to become a part
of one or other of the merging ethnic groups. They transcend humanity
to enact that private drama for those few glorious moments on that self-
created stage. Africa Adorned dance with African Dancing Warriors. Lotus
Flowers dance with Saga Boys (gaudily-dressed men, who tend to brag
about their sexual conquests). Maypole Dancers pay tribute in dance to
Bijoux Regal, an African jewel. All dance to Dougla,2 the King of the Band,
a huge individual character, who symbolizes the amicable convergence
of two of the world’s greatest continents: Africa and Asia.

To the inexperienced eye this panoramic view reveals a kinaesthetic
construct: a dancing explosion of myriad patterns of every colour. People
from different worlds meet, the only apparent common denominator
being that ingenious mixing of colour as the dancing masqueraders wend
their way to the parade route. The stage is set for Carnival (Alleyne-
Dettmers, 1996a: 6).

This is Carnival as we all know it. All the ingredients are present.
There is the masquerade (the collective ritual celebration), public space
transformed into a theatrical stage to play the mas (actual enactment of
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that costume) through kinesics/dance, mime, and specific gestures to tell
a specific story. There is the mas itself (costumes) and music to create
the extravagantly devised spectacle. In addition, every masquerade band
has a specific theme. The mas man/woman (a Carnival, creative artist)
aims to depict a specific idea through the specially designed mas (the
costume). The mas thus conveys the theme - the artist’s vision through
a wealth of visual clues and symbols from which different people will
take different layers of meaning both literal and metaphorical. These
ideas are translated into designs that function in terms of balance and
texture, and the relationship of these to colour, rhythm and movement
(Alleyne-Dettmers, 1996a: 6).

Designs do not simply occur, however. Each designer has an artistic
repertoire: a range of possible and permissible ideas. How the designers
select and visualize from this repertoire rests with their judgement. In
addition, like fashion, designs change: what is acceptable today is not
tomorrow. This involves year-round planning as well as private space in
which the designs materialize. The designs go through three distinct
phases: conception and researching of the idea, development and exe-
cution. The designer first presents the idea in the form of thumbnail
sketches. At this point what is being sought is balance, shape, and move-
ment in the costume. This is followed by several meetings with the mas
engineers, who decide on the feasibility of the design; they in turn deal
with the entire network of mas workers and mas helpers who produce
the band. This complex mosaic - carnival artist, aesthetic depiction,
costume design, mas worker, mas player, dance and music - harmoni-
ously crystallize on the streets before massive audiences (Alleyne-
Dettmers, 1996a: 6).

Here, at Notting Hill, we are not looking at a generic Carnival. We
are looking at a historically and culturally specific model, which has its
origins not only in the African traditions that were transported to the
Caribbean, but also in the European traditions brought by the various
colonizers.

To link the disparate elements of this entire mosaic, I have devised
the concept of meta-masking, which relates to the power of Carnival to
express, define and explore national and indeed other identities, if only
in play. At every level the process of meta-masking involves a movement
away from the historical fragmentation and cultural denigration of the
colonial legacy towards the ongoing quest for some semblance of cul-
tural wholeness.

In the anthropological literature these mas styles have been referred
to as reinterpretations of African forms, suggested by Herskovits’s ’syn-
cretism’ perspective (Herskovits, 1941), cultural assimilations (Crowley,
1960: 850-4), manifestations of processes of creolization (Ben-Amos,
1977: 128-39; Crowley, 1956a, 1957: 817-24; Hannerz, 1986), and
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creative adaptations (Dorson, 1967; Henney, 1968a; Herskovits, 1947a;
Simpson, 1966: 11-21, 1970: 32-43, 1980). While these postulations all
embody a certain truth, they tend to focus on the conclusion of a process
and to ignore the different phases of a process that has gone before.
Meta-masking attempts to represent the type of symbolic journey
through break-up and disintegration to integration and reconstruction -
what Herskovits described as ’syncretism’ (Herskovits, 1941) and

Crowley as ’cultural assimilation’ (Crowley, 1960: 850-4) and so on.
While these authors look at static end-result, meta-masking looks at
dynamic process. Examining these dynamic processes is to take into
account all the historical, sociological and cultural factors that meta-
morphose to produce the newly constructed Trinidadian identity.

META-MASKING DEFINED

The derivatives from which I have coined the term are the two words:
meta and mask. The prefix meta denotes:

(a) a change of position or condition (metabolism) from Greek (meta -met, meth
- with, after).

(b) position - behind, after or beyond (metaphysics).

The term mask refers to a covering for the face or part of it, worn as a
disguise. In this context meta-masking is used to express a change of con-
dition and the ensuing transformations effected by that change.

This assumes sociological, technological and aesthetic significance.3 3
This article focuses on the aesthetic dimension only. It reflects how car-
nival designers create carnival themes by constantly borrowing standard
mas forms left in the environment by the country’s various historical
ancestors: Amerindian, European, African, Asian and Hispanic. These
ancestral legacies are not static remnants of a long-forgotten, painful
past. Rather they are retrieved, revised, even revitalized to create other
forms, or empower old ones, to create new accounts and new myths. The
new forms appear not only with alternative meaning and values but
recast in another language, all representative of the Trinidadian’s/Afro-
Caribbean’s ongoing quest for identity. Meta-masking, in essence relates
to an aesthetic ideal of wholeness and transcendence.

Recent scholarship on the construction of national identities and the
politics of difference refers to the creation of imagined communities
(Anderson, 1986: 19), hybridity (Gilroy, 1993b: 63-84), evolving dia-
sporic communities linking black people in Britain to the Caribbean,
Africa and Asia (Bhaba, 1990: 1-7; Cambridge, 1992; Gilroy, 1987).
Others discuss issues of mimicry (Spivak, 1987), ’Caribbeanity’ (Glis-
sant, 1981), and dialogism, parody and the ’carnivalesque’ (Bakhtin,
1968, 1981).
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This article, however, suggests another perspective for an under-
standing of history and consequently the formation of national identi-
ties. It presents aesthetic representation in Carnival as a powerful vehicle
for restoring and revising the fragmented Trinidadian/Afro-Caribbean
historical past - its ancestral voices. History is revitalized through
dynamic aesthetic metaphors that reconstruct processes of ’break-up’
and disintegration. Through the power of meta-masking these symbols
are not conjured up negatively but rather as pre-requisites for reinte-
gration, re-creation and new growth. History thus becomes meaningful,
through playing the mas (enactment, performance), because it provides
an outlet for memory, which is rooted in the mediative, healing and re-
integrative processes of the meta-mas. Carnival thus provides the forum
for a pluralistic reading of national identities that remain open and con-
stantly contested. This is demonstrated through the power of the mas
forms, which continually metamorphose as they interact with each
other. What emerges is a chrysalis - something that moves out of itself
and grows; something that is always negotiated and in a constant state
of becoming.

The case study demonstrates the transportability of the meta-mask
by taking Trinidadians as the historical example. Trinidad is not the only
island on which a Caribbean style Carnival takes place even though
Caribbean-style Carnival originated there. The case study shows how
Trinidadians move from Trinidad - the peripheral cultural village - to
Britain and what happens to their history in the wake of these massive
global flows when it is publicly enacted on the Carnival stage at Notting
Hill.

META-MASKING AND AESTHETICS

Meta-masking on the aesthetic level is characterized by two distinct fea-
tures. The first relates to the earliest stages of contemporary Carnival4
when black Africans simply took standard mas forms available in their
environment and reformulated them to suit their own needs and tastes.

(These were generally forms borrowed from the different colonizers of
the island of Trinidad: for example the Roman characters portrayed by
the designer, Saldenah, in Imperial Rome in 1950 or the Old World Euro-
pean heroes in George Bailey’s Ye Saga of Merrie England in 1960. The
designers, thus utilized cultural capital from the Roman Empire and
English History).

At this point, through the continual process of reworking and
reassembling, the earliest forms reflected the fragmented and disparate
nature of post-emancipation Trinidadian society and the negative forces
that hindered the development of a coherent, indigenous Trinidadian
culture. The second feature refers to the slow process by which blacks
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began to come to terms with their traumatic historical past, by re-invent-
ing that past on the carnival stage. This led to a constant trying on of mas
after mas (a groping around), which resulted in other new styles pertinent
to their Trinidadian situation (for example, George Bailey’s Back to Africa
in 1956, which borrowed ritual African masks to showcase episodes in
ancient and modern African history mirrored through four powerful
African tribes: the Watusi, the Zulu, the Zambesi and the Masai). Carni-
val, through the genre of performance, thus afforded these mas players
an opportunity to fulfil their need for creativity, for the imaginative re-
creation of their devastating history, their lost and denigrated tribes, pro-
viding a new perception of self and ultimately a new outlook on life.

Later on, after the Second World War, and more recently since 1962
when Trinidad and Tobago attained independence, the meta-masking
process assumed another feature, illustrating the power of the meta-
mask to break away from those standard, almost imprisoning forms
derived from the colonial oppressors. These colonial-derived and con-
verted forms now constitute a part of the maturing process, a ritual
process of reconciliation and healing as Trinidadian society begins to
move towards a growing national consciousness - a sense of being and
a sense of homeland, as well as a gradual coming to terms with other
problems perpetuated by the island’s history, and a realization that as
Trinidadians they too have created their own good world. That growth
has been slow, even painful, almost invisible at times. However, mas
forms at this stage moved beyond mere mimicry and demonstrated an
ability to expand metaphorically, gradually developing a distinctive

quality as professional designers sought to re-create and convert the
decadence and destruction of the past into dynamic symbols that pro-
vided the necessary foundations for rebirth and new growth. (In the
1970s for example, there is a conscious return to nature to depict the
simplicity of rural life attuned to the elements - salt, sand, sea and
scorching sun. One saw metaphorical renditions of the simplicity of the
underwater world of nature in themes like Irvin Mc’Williams The
Wonders of Buccoo Reef in 1971 in which the artist attempted to demon-
strate that in those very natural fragments a particular, definitive West
Indian identity exists. In Know Yuh Country (1978) again Mc’Williams
chose all the towns, villages with tourist landmarks. However, under the
thin veneer of geographical significance, the designer, penetrated other
deeper symbolic realms by dramatizing ethnic folk rituals, which
together make up Trinidadian culture).

Finally, after independence, meta-masking assumed other features as
band forms were again co-opted and refashioned to cope with the nation’s
newly-acquired independent status and its attendant problems. Band
forms became more imaginative, complex and innovative as creative
artists moved beyond the standard European colonial forms to embrace
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other global, cultural, ethnic and social legacies. As a result, basic cul-
tural symbols have been analysed, and their relevance to the Trinidadian
experience re-examined and consequently reworked. This artistic self-
consciousness demonstrates a new maturity in Trinidadian mas art. It rep-
resents the creative artist’s coming of age.

An example of a band that dramatically exemplifies these concerns
is Edmund Hart’s Mas Sweet Mas (1983) which in essence was a com-
memorative canvas of 200 years of Carnival by presenting all the differ-
ent band forms that appeared during that period. This would illustrate
the various phases of Trinidadian Carnival’s evolution towards national
identity, from slavery, through emancipation, post-colonialism, indepen-
dence and post-independence. The band’s sections started with the cul-
tural baggage of the French colonizers (about 1780), who brought
Carnival to the island, and showcased the masks produced by the slaves
that originated on the plantations and culminated with this century’s his-
torical, and later innovative, local presentations.

The first sections of the band depicted the French colonials with
richly dressed ladies in hooped velvet skirts and gentlemen with pow-
dered hair. They were followed by the ’Burroquites’, a glorification of
the Hispanic heritage in the mas. The burroquites were little donkeys.
The effect was created by a donkey’s head and huge skirts to imitate a
rider. The ’Dame Lorraine’ section was reminiscent of the slaves’ parody
of the wives of the French colonizers. Then came the ’Cane Cutters’ of
the Cannes Bruldes (the burning of the sugar cane festival), followed by
the Jamette (the ladies of the night) masqueraders. They were followed
by the Batonniers (the stick-fighters) of early carnival fame and the
Pierrot Grenades, the glib speech-making clowns. The ’Jambalassie’
section recalled the image of the molasses devil, who was traditionally
daubed in black paint, and spectators had to pay him to go back to Hell.
The ’Jab Jabs’ (the whip-cracking clowns) were also present. There were
’Robbers’, best known for their ’robber talk’ complex speeches and their
guns and swag bag and the ’Minstrels’ (black singers with white faces
playing banjos). The ’Ju Ju Warriors’ recalled the African shamans of
tribal African mas, while the ’Wild Indians’ depicted the island’s His-
panic heritage. There were silky brown ’Bats’, reminiscent of the rabies
scare in Trinidad in 1930. There were ’Court Musicians’ and ’Babyloni-
ans’, indispensable features of the historical band forms. The section
’Viva Zapata’ signalled the introduction of the New World in Carnival,
while the ’Chinese’ section introduced the appearance of the Orient. The
’Sea Bees’ section recaptured the American presence in Trinidad and its
impact on the mas. The ’Aztecs’ reflected the artist’s preoccupation with
including other cultural legacies in the mas. Finally, there was the ’Fish,
Rain and Sun’ section, which reiterated the diversity of the mammoth
Carnival aesthetic canvas as designers eventually broke loose from the
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anglocentric colonial forms and forged their own language, using nature
to express that sense of national consciousness.

Meta-masking is thus a dynamic, ongoing process that facilitates
symbolic play and provides the means - the visual and verbal metaphors
and other innovative features - for the enactment of such play.

With these processes in mind, one can no longer relate Carnival to
any particular class or to its diverse sets of ancestral voices (socio-cultural
identities): Afro-Catholic, White European, indentured East Indian or
Chinese. The case study, Revini, will demonstrate clearly that these dis-
tinct cultural strands are interwoven into a multiple complex of artistic
expression that can only be labelled Trinidadian. Carnival has thus made
the transition to a socio-cultural whole, becoming Trinidad’s quintes-
sential medium of cultural expression, highly formalized and systematic,
yet autonomous, seeking, and forming.

THE BRITISH CARNIVAL CONTEXT: NOTTING HILL

CARNIVAL

This is the socio-cultural legacy that Trinidadians brought with them
when they migrated to Britain seeking better economic conditions
(Alleyne-Dettmers, 1996a: 9; Alleyne-Dettmers, 1996b: 13; Cohen, 1980:
65-87, 1982: 23-41, 1993; Comma, 1986: 24-9; John, 1986: 7-19; La
Rose, 1990; Nunley and Bettelheim, 1988: 85-116; Owusu and Jacob,
1988; Palmer, 1986: 20-3).5 The power of the art form lies in its cultural
transportability: because of current globalization processes (Appadurai,
1990: 295-310)6 the celebration of Carnival has been transported to
Britain. As we have seen, because of the dynamic power of meta-
masking Carnival now encompasses a great variety of socio-cultural lega-
cies - Amerindian, African, European, and Asian. For Afro-Caribbean
people in Britain, however, Carnival is no longer perceived simply as an
exotic ’black’ festival. It is coming to be seen as an integral part of British
culture. Migration to Britain has brought in its wake economic margin-
alization and new social and political problems. Carnival is thus linked
to this ethnic minority’s need to use dispossession in black British
society to create other imagined communities (Anderson, 1986) new
identities and new versions of an identifiable place in British mainstream
society. As the case study will demonstrate, Carnival can transcend these
depressing conditions and demonstrates through its various forms of

expression, mas, soca, sound systems and pan, new constructions of
black British identity - indeed, new constructions of broader British cul-
tural identities. Through the power of the meta-mask, formal and ideo-
logical aspects of the Trinidadian Carnival tradition are variously
appropriated, reinterpreted and reconstituted in Carnival across Britain.
We can now turn our attention to the case study.
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TREVINI AND THE META-MASK: ANCESTRAL VOICES

RETRIEVED THROUGH THE METAPHOR OF THE

KNOTTING OF DIVERSE STRANDS

Elimu’s 1995 Notting Hill Carnival presentation, Trevini, was a dramatic
and subtle unfolding of important historical movements on the island of
Trinidad. The following description of the band is based closely on inter-
views with the bandleader and designer. As will be seen the band’s sec-
tions evoked all the predominant migrations, coercive and otherwise, that
constitute the contours of Trinidadian society and by extension the rich,
cosmopolitan milieu of the Caribbean. In the Hindi vernacular, the term
Trevini refers to the convergence of the three tributaries into the Ganges.
According to Sancho, the designer:

Like the three tributaries flowing into the Ganges, Trinidad and Tobago
society has three main ethnic and cultural constituents: European, African
and Asian. The theme for 1995 reflects this triumvirate of Caribbean society:
It takes the essence of the stereotypes, the cultural and religious icons, of
the various historical antecedents and demonstrates the pot-pourri that
results from the fusion.

Trevini: Three Strands, One Knot (Sancho, 1996)

Embedded in the very name of the band is a pun on the word ’three’.
The term Trevini was thus used to express different strands of thought.
The first strand was a chronological rendition of the ancestral voices of
the dominant ethnic groups that constitute Trinidadian society. It
recalled the first colonizers who came to the island, and the notion of
European expansion and Columbus’s voyages to the West Indies.
Trinidad was sighted on the third voyage when Columbus saw the three
sister peaks. In this way, the island was called Trinidad, in honour of the
Spanish belief in the Blessed Trinity: three persons in one God. The first
strand was thus a re-enactment of the stages of the country’s history:
from its colonial settlement and slavery, the despair and geographical
dislocation of the African peoples, through their emancipation, and the
ensuing indentureship of the Asian population.

Locally, it was a commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the
arrival of the Fatal Rosack in Trinidad, bringing the first East Indian
indentured labourers to the island. It was also the 45th anniversary of
Sonny Ramadhin’s devastation of the English batsmen, in the first-ever
test match that the West Indies won in England. It reiterated the cel-
ebration of A frica 1995 in Britain. It thus played on the figure three to
represent the merging of these distinct strands. The band consisted of
four sections: the African, Asian and European sections, depicting the
three different ethnic strands of Trinidad and Tobago and the Saga Boy
section representing the Pot Pourri that has resulted from the merging of
these strands.
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The most powerful image used in the band was that of water. Water
became an aesthetic symbol through which Caribbean history unfolded
on the carnival stage since water literally brought European settlers,
African slaves and Indian indentured labourers to the Caribbean. Water
reflects Columbus’s voyages of discovery, the African peoples’ Middle
Passage crossing to the Caribbean and the docking of the Fatal Rosack.
Water is also a traditional African symbol of washing and purgation, re-
evaluated to signify an act of creation since water can also refer to the
amniotic fluid in the mother’s womb from which all human life emerges.
Water thus provides the foundation for birth and eventual growth.

The band began with the African section, led by two larger-than-life
powerful figures, the African Queens, Bijoux Regal and Africa Adorned
(see Figures 1 and 2). The designer borrowed standard Benin ivory masks
to create the basis for Bijoux Regal’s costume. These masks, however,
were adapted to make them look female. Bijoux Regal’s main feature was
the shape of an African necklace that her costume assumed. On that level
she depicted the African preoccupation with jewellery but seen through
euro-tinted spectacles. There was thus an element of tastelessness,
associated with heavily ornate jewellery, a sense of cheapness and even
ostentatiousness. On the macro level the diamond is a precious stone. It
thus symbolizes Western peoples’
exploitation of Africa’s natural

resources, the rape of the pristine
quality and the beauty of the land
with the dawn of colonization

(e.g. by the De Beers Corpora-
tion, which is the largest mining
corporation in Africa), especially
the Kimberly diamond mines in
South Africa. Through the mirror
of the meta-mas, the jewel thus
hints at exploitation, apartheid,
Africa’s devastation through
people’s obsession with wanting
to possess material goods.

When the Queen danced
what one saw, was what in

Trinidadian parlance is known as
the stinger in the costume (a small
device that animates and enlivens
the costume). This took the form
of ribbons hanging on either side
of the costume that looked like
tails and hinted at a series of

FIGURE 1 Bijoux Regal from Trevini
Photo reproduced by kind permission of Mellzn

Sancho, Trevim
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images. The first of these was a kite, indicative of the movement of
soaring. This suggested nature’s rich resources on the one hand, in that
diamonds are embedded in the earth, and actual beauty associated with
untarnished nature. On the other hand, it hinted at freedom from earthly
bondage if people’s greed does not prevail. Some of the tails were long
and others short. The short dancing tails hinted at the tail of the tadpole
and the physical metamorphosis that eventually ensues. This in turn
hinted at the stages of change that black people have to contend with on
the road towards reconciliation and spiritual healing. Through the mirror
of the meta-mas, again one of the more important traditional carnival
characters is conjured up - the Jab Molassi or molasses devil which is an
archetypal symbol of black history in its depiction of enslavement. The
entire body of the Jab Molassi, including the face and the hair is smeared
with molasses, mud, tar or grease. The devil is black and in Western eyes
that blackness is associated with evil. This is relevant to the West Indian,
who shares the devil’s blackness, and who, through re-creating echoes
of the devil mas here, symbolizes the Afro-Caribbean diasporic peoples’
acceptance of that blackness as part of a newly-constituted identity,
which provides a positive vision of black selfhood by breaking away
from bondage.

The Queen carried black and white spears in her hand. Again the
designer used the power of the meta-mas to conjure up another power-
ful traditional form from Trinidad namely the Zulu warrior tribe. The
meta-mas of the African warriors - equated with African regal tribes and
power and authority was borrowed to re-generate and re-instate the
authority and leadership of the powerless. The designer was recasting
that sense of power that was dramatically annihilated during the era of
slavery.

As the Queen danced the colours that predominated in her costume
were black and white. These two colours presented a stark contrast
between two antagonistic forces diametrically opposed. The white stood
for dominance and represented the white colonial people and the evils
of enslavement. The black stood for purity - of a people - yet for the
contamination of these people brought on by the destruction of Africa
in the Middle Passage crossing to the Caribbean. It depicted Africa
stripped of all its glory, Africa dehumanized.

The second important character that led the African section was
Africa Adorned (see Figures 2 and 3). This was a reconstituted version of
Africa which showcased the powerful elements in African society. Meta-
masking was seen in the way the traditional African Zulu warrior form
provided the necessary means to unmask symbolically Africa’s pride and
Africa’s power before Africa was totally deculturized. Africa in this sense
becomes a shaping vision and ultimately a central meta-symbol of
Trinidadian/Afro-Caribbean diasporic society. This is not an easy
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process, however, since playing
Africa and things African evokes
memories of the slave heritage
and was initially seen negatively
as a blackening up of de mas.

However, this re-instatement of
Africa on the Notting Hill Carni-
val forum signified a revolution-
ary changeover in the Afro-
Caribbean peoples’ ongoing quest
for power in a society in which it
was denied to them.

Africa Adorned depicted the
dancing warriors of the Zulu
tribe. Legend holds that all Zulu
warriors are dancers and that the
most successful warriors are the
most dramatic dancers. This por-
trayal of Africa was conjured up
by the dancing Zulu warriors

, with accompanying powerful
masks and drummers.

By rejuvenating this power-
ful African tribe in mas, through

FIGURE 2 Africa adorned from
7bevini

Photo reproduced by kind permission ofmeihn
Sancho, Trevlllz

the meta-mas, Africa Adorned was in fact a form of historical perception
of the black Afro-Caribbean peoples’ predicament and the beginning of
acceptance of that predicament. It did not seek black history as an
alternative to the violent European version, nor was it an expression

FIGURE 3 The African section from Trevini

Photo reproduced by kmd permisszorz of Mellzn Sancho, ’IYevini

of two parallel
histories: it was an

embracing and an

acknowledgement
of the truth of both.
In this unique ent-

wined process of en-
counter and change,
this African section

engendered a sense
of power for the

powerless. Behind
the celebratory mask
of A frican Adorned,
black people had
created their own
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FIGURE 4 The Maypole Dancer
from Trevini
Photo reproduced by kmd permzsszon of Mezlm
Sancho, %evil

imagined community, their own
sense of identity if only tem-

porarily in play.
The Maypole Dancers (see

Figure 4) section of the band rep-
resented the European settlers
who came to the island and the
cultural elements that they trans-
ported with them. In European
culture a ceremonial folk dance is

performed around the maypole, a
tall pole decorated with garlands
of greenery or flowers. The pole is
often laden with ribbons woven
into a myriad of complex patterns
by the dancers. Such dances form
part of the rites of spring to

ensure fertility - which is why the
dance is generally performed in
May. Initially this section was a
positive symbol, as evidenced in
the predominant greens and
whites of the costumes. The white
stands for purity and conjures up

notions of the aborigines living in close commune with the earth. The
green represents the verdant fresh nature of the land before the ravages
brought by the Spanish conquest.

However, when the symbol of the maypole dancer is metaphorically
expanded with meta-masking, the maypole conjures up another vivid
image of the ravages of the colonial experience. Maypole dancers knot
and twist the ribbons into complex patterns as they dance round the
pole. In Trinidadian parlance this twisting action is referred to as plait-
ing. With this image of the convergence of the dominant ethnic groups,
the Caribbean people are presented as being enmeshed, having to cope
with ’coercive knotting’. People are trapped with no way out of the
labyrinth, no sense of direction. Colonial dispossession brings in its wake
uncertainty, confusion, and placelessness which Caribbean peoples must
make sense of for themselves.

It was not the designer’s intention to single out any specific Asian
group with the Asian section of the band. The Asian section was led by
three important characters: the King of the band itself, The Dougla, The
Lotus Flower and Diwali (see Figures 5, 6 and 7). In Hindi, the term dougla
is derogatory. It suggests a person of mixed race, an ethnic mix between
an African and an East Indian. Through the process of meta-masking,
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the term dougla is metaphorically extended to mean any sort of mix. The
image of the Dougla was further innovated upon by the designer to
conjure up visions of decay, experienced by the different Asian groups
that were brought to the Caribbean as indentured labourers. Here the
designer showcased the strengths of both ethnic groupings created by
this mixing and merging of cultures. What evolved is a new, powerful
rendition of what actually constitutes Caribbean society.

The first part of the King’s costume depicted the tadjahs (huge
canopy-like costume constructions) of the Hoosay celebrations - a

national festival celebrated by the Indians in Trinidad. In St James,
Trinidad, participants parade with elaborately constructed costumes
depicting colourful mosques, and half moons in celebration of the Dance
of the Moons while dancing to the haunting yet tantalizing rhythm of
Tassa drums. At the end of the celebrations, the masks are thrown into
the sea. Legend claims that the dance gods have to be returned to their
place of abode.

The other predominant feature of this costume was the large African
masks carried as extensions on either side of the masquerader. Again
these were retranslated versions of sculptural forms taken from the
Benin tribes. The paradox here lies in the fact that the masks were
carried as extensions of the costume; a mask generally covers up the
face. This was reflective of the uncomfortable nature of the African heri-

tage, and people’s unwillingness to accept it. By making the masks an
extension of the costume, the designer thus re-created Africa to envision
a redemption of the deni-grated black image.

The outstanding colours of the mask were red, white and black - the
colours of the national flag of Trinidad and Tobago - and gold. The red
represents the vitality of the peoples of the Caribbean; the black is the
colour of strength
and purpose; the
white signifies the
sea - water being
the source of the
Caribbean heri-

tage (the Middle
Passage crossing
to the Caribbean.
Gold depicted the
richness of the
new unification
embodied in the

Dougla.
The next im-

portant figures to
lead the Asian

F I G U R E 5 The Dougla, King of the band, Trevini
Photo reproduced by kmd permission ofmezlzn Sancho, Trevmi
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FIGURE 6 The Lotus Flower from Trevini
Photo reproduced by hmd permzsszon ofmezlzn Sancho, Trevmi

section were the
Lotus Flower (see
Figure 6) and

Diwali, the Hindu
Festival of Lights,
(see Figure 7). Two
costumes were used:
one carried by an
adult and the other

by a child. Through
the process of meta-

masking the stan-

dard image of the
lotus flower was

used for the adult’s
costume so as to

incorporate diverse Asian elements in their purest and highest form. The
costume was all white, symbolizing the wisdom and purity associated
with Buddhist doctrine. This was depicted in the eight white petals that
recalled the eight noble truths of Buddhist teaching through which life’s
disappointments and sufferings could be avoided. This individual was
specifically designed to represent the spirituality of the Asian as a whole.

F I G U R E 7 Diwali from Trevini
Photo reproduced by kmd permlsszon of Meilin

Sancho, ’IYevini

~ 

The most striking colours of
the child’s costume were orange
and red. This costume was a

mixture of petals on a wheel. On
each petal the designer depicted
the colours and flames of the
Hindu celebration of Diwali

(from Hindu, Deepavali, meaning
row of lights), the festival of

lights. In Trinidad, Diwali is cele-
brated in November, just before
the appearance of the new moon.
Houses generally twinkle with

tiny lights from clay lamps called
diyes (pronounced deeyas) which
are lit to welcome the return of
the Hindu god, Rama, as well as
to worship Mother Lakshmi, the
goddess of health and prosperity.
In Trinidad, during the Diwali

celebrations, the events re-

counted in the ancient epic of the
Ramayana are enacted all over
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the island, in the Ramleela. Popular legend holds that when Rama con-
quered the evil Ravana, demon king of Lanka, who had abducted
Rama’s wife, Sita on his victorious return to his home at Ayodha, he
was greeted by women carrying lighted lamps (Raymond, 1995). Diwali
is, thus, the time when light is invoked to remove the darkness of evil
from people’s daily lives. Hindus thus evoke the blessings of Lakshmi,
the goddess of prosperity, to protect themselves from evil.

By using multiple religious motifs of different Asian peoples, the
designer envisaged West-Indianness as a coherent pattern, evolving from
the diverse fragments of the ancestral past. In this section, therefore, the
traumatic West Indian experience was no longer being recalled or

described. The experience was being analysed and innovated upon
through these newly-evolving aesthetic creations of the Asian past. This
signifies the third and final stage of the meta-mas process: the designer’s
coming of age.

The final section of the band was that of the Saga Boy.7 In Trinidadian
parlance the term saga boy refers to the average working-class male who
hangs around in the vibrant rum shops to drink cheaply and to socialize.
Here the accent is on sexual prowess. Generally these men love to queff
(exhibit themselves, literally show off). They brag about their sexual con-
quests which may take the form of many temporary attachments to

FIGURE 8 The Saga Boy from Reving
Photo reproduced by kind permission of Mellm

Sancho, Trevllll

female domestic groups of mother
and children or to a lover in a

string of many lovers; a man might
portray himself as a husband with
a reputation for having several

deputies (female lovers), who he
claims all worship him. This was
accurately captured in the por-
trayal of the saga boy, who in this
context, depicts the exhibitionism,
frivolousness, macho sexuality,
and even emptiness of the Trinida-
dian personality.

The saga boy’s costume was
made up of strips, and pieces of
rags, also hinting at the idea of the
beach bum and by extension
the noble savage (see Figure 8).
The costume had vivid colours:

reds, yellows, greens and blues,
which did not harmonize with the
band’s other colours. The colours
conflicted with everything, hinting
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at the fact that the three strands (the three dominant ethnic groups) are at
variance with each other even after the physical inter-ethnic mixing. The
section was also a young adult fun and skimpy section given to odd bouts
of outrageous behaviour on the streets, The garish colours, hinted at the
ambivalence of the new personality. The masqueraders also carried sticks
in their hands which was a re-enactment of the macho image of the stick-
fighter, of the 19th-century Carnivals, whose role was to draw blood from
his victim’s head.

Through the creative power of the meta-mask, however, the image of
the saga boy paradoxically was linked to seriousness since he was the knot,
the unifier, in which the three ethnic groups converge. What the designer
was doing was showcasing ethnic fragmentation, from which there is a
spilling forth of growth - a rebirth - of the new Caribbean personality.

The saga boy also wore a little mask, which he continuously put on
and took off. This small European theatrical mask was brought with the
French planter class to this particular island; it was associated with

respectability and upper-class values. It provided a sense of anonymity
because it covered the face of its wearer. Its recall here in the persona
of the saga boy and the fact that it is taken on and off, is a call to
Caribbean awareness. The saga boy is a metamorphosis of who we are
as a dispossessed people and what we are becoming. The designer’s har-
monizing of Africans and Asians after their coercive transplantation by
the West, depicted the newly emerging West Indian consciousness. The
saga boy is thus an achievement that is at once cultural and universal: he
is simultaneously African, Asian European, and West Indian. The mask
then, in this context, was the meta-mask of power.

The carnival band Trevini was a complex structure that recalled and
celebrated predominant aspects of Trinidadian, and by extension

Caribbean, history in the carnival theatre of the streets. It explored the
grimness of that history by retrieving its ancestral voices, not depicting
it simply as a tragic, crude and unjust history. Through meta-masking it
transcended it by creating a new and positive vision of that history.
Beyond the situation presented - the unification of the three dominant
ethnic groups by the knotting of strands - the presentation was actually
a ritual. Through performance (unscripted drama enacted in costumes
through dance), re-enacting and social transacting, Trevini deciphered
the complex composition of Caribbean society and provided a sense of
healing for the principal participants as they enacted their fears, their
aspirations and their hopes. Moreover, it was a vast experience of pur-
gation for the black people of the Afro-Caribbean diasporic black people
at Notting Hill, because of the ancestral forces evoked and because of
their collective and communal celebration. This provided the medium
for a new sense of reconciliation and ultimate healing in the wake of
other problems at Notting Hill. This is the power of meta-masking.
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Notes

1. The second phase of the study looks at cultural transformations and the
processes underlying the mechanics of global migrations of the Afro-
Caribbean Diaspora as they relate to the socio-historical origins of Notting
Hill Carnival and how that newly-emerging, highly artistic cultural form re-
negotiates and adapts itself to its new cultural niche: black British culture.

2. In Hindi, the term dougla is derogatory. It suggests a person of mixed race:
an ethnic mix between an African and an East Indian.

3. On the sociological level, the power of the meta-mas is seen in the break-
up and formation of carnival bands called grafting offs, where the community
creates a new group by extending the existing band into a new form. Even
today bands continue to sprout (extend) into what have been called off-shoots,
branches, a runaway side, splinters, chips, natural growth, and evolution (Apple-
waithe, 1990). On the technological level, meta-masking refers to a collabor-
ation of technical skills (welding, blow moulding), aesthetic skills (technical
drawing, designing and photography) and the unique skill of recycling
society’s waste and discarded materials and innovating on these to create
mas art.

4. For earlier works on the history of Trinidadian Carnival see: Brereton (1975);
Caribbean Quarterly, vol 4. Nos 3 and 4 (1956); Cowley (1996); Hill (1997);
Hill (1984); Nunley and Bettelheim (1988); Saft (1987).

5. Alleyne-Dettmers discusses various European Carnivals, including the
Carnival transported to Trinidad with the French plantocracy. She also
discusses slave Carnivals before and after emancipation and what was trans-
ported with the migration of Trinidadians to London.

Cohen’s two articles are fully incorporated into his book, Masquerade
Politics (1993), which explores the social dramas and politics underlying
urban cultural movements. It is a very detailed study of the development of
Notting Hill Carnival.

Vivien Comma (1985), Leslie Palmer ( 1986) and Errol John ( 1986) explore
the links between Notting Hill and Trinidadian Carnival in various ways.
Cowley ( 1990) explores Caribbean music at Notting Hill in the context of

Empire.
Michael La Rose (1990) discusses the political struggle associated with

Notting Hill Carnival.
Kwesi Owusu and Ross Jacob’s book, Behind the Masquerade: The Story of

Notting Hill Carnival (1988) is a serious historical examination of this

celebration, as well as the wider social and political contexts in which it
takes place.

6. The evolving diasporic communities can be understood within the
framework of a global cultural economy, which according to Appadurai, is
a ’complex, overlapping, disjunctive order’.
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7. The term saga boy, emerged after World War II with the American presence
in Trinidad and Tobago. It was originally associated with a type of lifestyle
which was a direct response to the Americans and the dramatic rise in

prostitution in society. According to Stephen Stuempfle,
With so much money circulating in the society, there was less need to work
and a life of stylish leisure became possible. Saga boys essentially were
flashy dressers who attempted to live off the earnings of women engaged in
prostitution. Stuempfle (1996: 47)
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